All Employers Must Use New I-9 Form Starting November 1: Best Practices for Employers to Maximize Compliance
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Federal immigration officials made critical changes over the summer to modernize the I-9 employment verification process, not only announcing a new I-9 Form but providing a remote verification alternative for qualified employers that use E-Verify. Importantly, the long-awaited new Form I-9 was made available for employers to use on August 1 – and all employers must use the new form by November 1. Here is a reminder of your compliance obligations and seven best practices regarding the new rules.

DHS Makes Changes to the Streamlined Form I-9

Employers could begin using the new I-9 Form on August 1, and you must use the new form by November 1. The full list of DHS’s changes can be found here, but some highlights include:

- Reduced Sections 1 and 2 to a single-sided page by merging some fields;
- Moved the Section 1 Preparer/Translator Certification area to a separate, standalone Supplement A that employers can provide to employees, if needed;
- Ensured the form can be filled out on tablets and mobile devices;
- Ensured the form can be downloaded easily and removed the requirement to enter “N/A” in certain fields;
- Revised the Lists of Acceptable Documents page to include some acceptable receipts, as well as guidance and links to information on automatic extensions of employment authorization documentation; and
- Added a box that eligible employers must check if the employee’s Form I-9 documentation was examined under a DHS-authorized alternative procedure rather than via physical examination.

DHS also reduced the length of the Form I-9 Instructions from 15 pages to eight pages and streamlined the steps each actor takes to complete their section of the form, among other changes.

Qualified E-Verify Employers May Remotely Examine Form I-9 Documents

Historically, employers were required to physically examine an employee’s original identity and work authorization documents for Form I-9, which created compliance challenges for many
employers with remote hires.

To remedy this problem, DHS also created a framework allowing the agency Secretary to authorize alternative document examination procedures as an optional alternative to the in-person physical document examination method.

The first alternative DHS authorized is an option for qualified E-Verify employers to remotely examine identity and work authorization documents beginning on August 1. Qualified E-Verify employers are those employers who are in good standing with E-Verify, have enrolled in E-Verify with respect to all hiring sites that use the alternative procedure, and comply with all E-Verify requirements.

If a qualified employer chooses to offer the alternative procedure to new employees at an E-Verify hiring site, you must do so consistently for all employees at that site. However, you may choose to offer the alternative procedure for remote hires only and continue to apply physical examination procedures to all employees who work onsite or in a hybrid capacity, so long as you do not adopt such a practice for a discriminatory purpose or treat employees differently based on their citizenship, immigration status, or national origin.

A qualified E-Verify employer may continue to examine documents physically instead of remotely. Additionally, you must allow employees who are unable or unwilling to submit documentation using the alternative procedure to submit documentation for physical examination.

Requirements of the Alternative Document Review Procedure

Within three business days of an employee’s first day of employment, a qualified E-Verify employer (or an authorized representative acting on the employer’s behalf) who chooses to use the alternative procedure must:

- Examine copies (front and back, if the document is two-sided) of Form I-9 documents or an acceptable receipt to ensure that the documentation presented reasonably appears to be genuine;
- Conduct a live video interaction with the individual presenting the document(s) to ensure that the documentation reasonably appears to be genuine and related to the individual. The employee must first transmit a copy of the document(s) to the employer (per Step 1 above) and then present the same document(s) during the live video interaction;
- Indicate on the Form I-9, by completing the corresponding box, that an alternative procedure was used to examine documentation to complete Section 2 or for reverification, as applicable;
- Retain a clear and legible copy of the documentation (front and back, if the documentation is two-sided); and
- Create an E-Verify case if the employee is a new hire.
7 Best Practices for Employers to Maximize Compliance

Even with the new improvements, the Form I-9 remains deceptively simple. Any time a one-page form requires eight pages of instructions, two supplements, a 146-page handbook on how to complete the form, and the potential for significant monetary and criminal penalties, it will continue to present a significant compliance challenge for employers. Here are seven steps you can take to create a culture of compliance:

1. Provide updated training for all managers, human resources personnel, and staff involved in the I-9 process;
2. Provide updated training for all involved in the E-Verify process, including training on fraud awareness and anti-discrimination;
3. Update immigration policies in handbooks;
4. If your company does not have an immigration compliance policy, now is the right time to consider implementing one;
5. Update internal business processes associated with I-9s and E-Verify;
6. If your company uses an electronic I-9 provider, contact the provider now to ensure its system incorporates the new changes and complies with DHS requirements, including audit trails; and
7. Evaluate E-Verify advantages and disadvantages with your immigration counsel to determine if your company should take advantage of the remote verification option for E-Verify employers.

Conclusion

Fisher Phillips will continue to monitor I-9 Form developments and will provide additional guidance as it becomes available. Make sure you are subscribed to Fisher Phillips’ Insight System to get the most up-to-date information and invitations to our webinars. If you have further questions, contact your Fisher Phillips attorney, the author of this Insight, or any attorney on our Immigration Practice Group.
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